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In 2021, the Ministry of Education
and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia
will conduct a Minimum Competency
Assessment and Survey of Character.
The assessment is not carried out based
on the subjects or mastery of curriculum
materials as has been applied in the
national exams, but instead mapping the
two minimum competencies of students,
namely literacy and numeracy.
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Then, to participate in socializing this
programme to education stakeholders,
SEAQIS, in collaboration with APKS
PGRI Jawa Barat, conducted a webinar
entitled Getting Ready to the Minimum
Competency Assessment on 14 October
2020. Dr Poppy Kamalia Devi, the Head
of Programme and Training Division,
moderated the webinar. The main speaker
of the webinar was Dr Rahmawati, M.Ed.,
from Centre of Assessment and Learning,
MOEC. The webinar was carried out in
Zoom and broadcasted live on SEAQIS
YouTube channel. The attendees of the
webinar were 451 teachers and viewed by
2351 viewer on YouTube.
Before to the main speaker, Dr Agus
Muharram, head of APKS PGRI Jawa
Barat, delivered his welcome speech,
in which he expressed his gratitude
for the conduct of the event. Mr Dede
Amar, the head of PGRI Jawa Barat, also
provided his speech during the opening.
He also delighted with the webinar and
suggested the participants to absorbing
the knowledge from the webinar since the
topic is new. The webinar then opened by
Dr Indrawati, the director of SEAQIS. In
her speech, she explained the rationale of
the webinar, where starting from 2021,
the MoEC will implement Minimum
Competency Assessment. She also stated
that the webinar could be a reference

The event was attended by more than
300 participants from the Southeast
Asia region.

as well as motivation for education
stakeholders to improve the quality of
students’ learning.
Dr Rahmawati opened her session
by displaying a video of Minister
Education and Culture, delivering his
speech regarding the policy of Minimum

Competency Assessment. She explained
the difference between the Minimum
Competency Assessment and National
Exam, followed by a description of
the implementation mechanism of the
Minimum Competency Assessment. The
session then was concluded by Q & A from
the participants.
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In collaboration with The Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science
and Technology (IPST), Thailand, and SEAMEO QITEP in Mathematics,
SEAQIS provided a forum for Mathematics and Science educators from various
countries to share their research results and best practices related to current
issues regarding Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
Education. The forum was the International Joint Conference on STEM
Education (IJCSE) 2020. The event was conducted from 18 to 19 November
2020 in Yogyakarta.
This forum was aimed to provide an international platform for educators
to share ideas and experiences, learn new knowledge and best practices, and
disseminate recent research results in the field of STEM Education; strengthen
STEM Education especially in Southeast Asia Region; establish and expand
networks of academic cooperation at the international level; and promote the
organization of online conference platform that corresponds with the time of
crisis. The Joint-Conference was opened by Dr Khunying Kalaya Sophonpanich,
Deputy Minister of Education, Thailand, as well as providing his pleanry talk.

Several experts also presented
their research in the plenary
session, including Mr. Rachmadi
Widaddi, Director of Teachers
and Education Personnel in Basic
Education, Ministry of Education
and Culture, Indonesia; Prof. Dr.
Sukit Limpijumnong, President of
The Institute for the Promotion of
Teaching Science and Technology
(IPST), Thailand; Assoc. Prof.
Weng Kin Ho, National Institute of
Education, Singapore; Prof. dato’
Dr. Noraini Binti Idris, Malaysia;
and Prof. Lew Hee-Chan, Korean
National University of Education,
South Korea.
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Webinar series on Getting Competencies and Strategies On Online Teaching

Training on the Use of Online Learning Application for Primary and Junior Secondary
School Teachers in Purwakarta Regency, Batch I
set up a video conference using Google
Meet Platform. They learned to create
a meeting room both instantly and
scheduled. Then, in the second session, the
participants learned about Google Form,
an application used for online assessment.
Besides, Kahoot and Quizizz were also
being introduced as complementary.

In an effort to continue to provide
competence during this pandemic,
SEAMEO QITEP in Science in
collaboration
with
Vancouver
Community College held a webinar with
the theme Competencies and Strategies
On Online Teaching. In the activities
that were held on November 25, this
webinar was attended by 334 participants
from all over Southeast Asia.

Dr. Dwayne Harapnuik, and Dr. Doug
Mauger was the resource person who was
presented at this webinar. In addition,
this activity also had the opportunity
to be attended by the Director of the
SEAMEO Secretariat, Dr. Ethel Agnes P.
Valenzuala.
In presenting the material, the two
speakers explained that online learning

is one aspect of the new normal.In
presenting the material, the two speakers
explained that online learning is one
aspect of the new normal. Where in this
new normal era, all aspects of the world
of education are required to be able to
master and gain competency in online
learning.

Webinar on Integrating Robotics into Science Learning
In collaboration with Robotic Explorer
Indonesia, SEAQIS conducted a webinar on
integrating robotics into science learning
on 7 October 2020. This webinar was one of
SEAQIS’ efforts to answer the challenges in
the Industrial Revolution 4.0 era, where we
live in two worlds side by side. The very rapid
development of technology and information
can integrate the physical world and the
digital world to solve various problems faced
by humans effectively and efficiently. In the
past, we never imagined how an application
on a smartphone could meet the needs
of transportation services, expeditions,
transactions, even homework, and various
other needs. We also never thought that
artificial intelligence that we only saw in a film
could be present in our lives as a solution to
problems in various sectors. Through this
event, SEAQIS strive to provide a forum
for teachers and education personnel to get
information about how robotics, as one of
the technologies in the era of the industrial
revolution 4.0, can be integrated into science
learning.
The speakers of the webinar were Mr
Dian Purnama from SEAQIS and Mr Yana
Yohana from Robotics Explorer, Mr Reza
Setiawan, the Deputy Director for Programme
moderated the webinar. The first speaker, Mr
Dian, talked about the current development of
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SEAQIS in collaboration with Badan
Musyawarah Perguruan Swasta (BMPS)
Kab. Purwakarta, a private school
representative body, conducted a training
course on the use of online learning
application for primary school teachers in
Purwakarta Regency from 2 to 4 September
2020. This training was the first batch. A
total number of participants involved in this
programme was 40 teachers consisting of 20

primary school teachers and 20 secondary
school teachers. The three-day training was
opened virtually by the Director of SEAQIS
concurrently with the opening of Training
Course on STEM Learning. The facilitators
of the training were Mr Zuhe Safira, Mr
Heri Setiadi, Mr Prima Dermawan, and Mr
Gunawan Muhammad.
The first day, participant learned how to

The second day, participants learned
about Google Classroom. This application
can be used as a learning management
system in an online class. During the
Google Classroom session, participants
embedded other applications into their
Google Classroom, including the link
for Google Meet for a virtual meeting
and Google Form for online assessment.
Subsequently, participants also acquired
the learning design for an online class.
At the last day, all participants presented
their Google Classroom based on their
subject matter. The presentation was
conducted in a group. Each representative
of the group came forward and shared
their lesson plan and its implementation
in Google Classroom. The training was
officially closed by Dr Agus Muharram, the
head of BMPS Kab. Purwakarta.

Training on the Use of Online Learning Application for Primary and Junior Secondary
School Teachers in Purwakarta Regency, Batch II
The second batch of the training
course on the use of an online
application
for
teachers
in
Purwakarta Regency was conducted
on 23 – 25 September 2020. There
were three classes in this batch with
20 participants in each class. The
facilitators were Mr Zuhe Safitra, Mr
Gunawan Muhammad, Mr Prima
Dermawan, Mr Rizwan Darmawan,
Mr Haidar Helmi, and Ms Adella
Anfidina. Besides, Dr Sediono
was also involved in this training
delivering a topic on the strategy of
online learning during the pandemic
period.
Mr Purwanto, the head of
Education Office Purwakarta, opened
the training officially accompanied
by Dr Indrawati, Director of
SEAQIS, and Dr Agus Muharram,
head of BMPS. In his speech, the
head of the Education Office stated

technology and information starting from the
first industrial revolution up to now. He also
explained why robotics is taught at school.
The second speaker, Mr Yana Yohana, talked
about a more specific topic. He explained what
robotics is, how it works, and the project in
robotics. He also demonstrated the integration
of robotics in science learning by operating a
hand-sanitizer pump with a robot. The Q & A
session concluded the webinar.
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the importance of online learning
application during the pandemic
period. He strongly advised teachers
to seriously learn the applications and
then disseminate all the knowledge
and skills in their home area. He

also expressed his gratitude to the
Centre for collaborating with BMPS
to conduct the training. Dr Indrawati
then introduced SEAQIS and its
flagship programmes and activities.
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